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Objectives: 

● Build communities through grade levels and 
disciplines with fellow teachers within and across 
districts

● Examine the Penn Resilience Skill Set, focusing on 
Optimism 



University of Pennsylvania’s Resilience Skill Set

The 6 interconnected pillars/components that make 
up skill set. Today, we will zero in on Optimism.



Optimism 
The ability to notice and expect the positive, to focus on what you can 

control, and to take purposeful action



Do Now

A) What is an example of embedding optimism in your teaching 
practice? 

B) Identify where does your example fall on the spectrum:
1) Notice and expect the positive, 

2) Focus on what you can control, OR

3) Take purposeful action



How I Became an Optimist | Simon Sinek

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcja1Hi39aQ






The Ability to Notice and Expect the Positive

When you view all students as capable of achieving, when 
you are optimistic that they can do it, whatever it is, then the 
classroom energy changes! 

https://www.modernclassrooms.org



View Uniqueness as a Positive

● Multiple perspectives in discussion

● Variety in writing responses

● Different ways of problem solving

● Willingness to take on different roles in collaboration

● Varied knowledge sets



The Ability to Focus on What You Can Control
We control what happens at OUR school in OUR classrooms, not what happened 
before kids walked through the school’s doors. 

- Do what you can with the time you have with your students.  
- Build structures that assume the possibility of success, so that students feel 

in control of what is happening.
- You control the systems you put in place, but those same systems help 

students feel in control of their academic fate.
- Maximize the time you have with the students in front of you (level the 

playing field so it is more equitable for all students).



The Ability to Take Purposeful Action 

Through Wise Feedback, you as the teacher are:

● Taking purposeful action through the feedback you have given, 

● Setting up the students to take also purposeful action, and

● Sending an optimistic message that they can participate in rigorous learning 

and are capable of achieving success.



Wise Feedback

Wise Feedback is a three-part practice for giving students feedback that 
involves: 

● Explaining why you’re giving feedback,

● Stating your high expectations for your students’ work, and 

● Assuring them that you believe in their ability to learn!!!



Practicing Wise Feedback Template 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1dUxjbPjL53YP72P911fzhh4ZDbzLZ7FiIouplHSFjtQ/edit#


Hero Paper Wise Feedback Article and 
Example

https://www.apa.org/pubs/journals/releases/xge-a0033906.pdf


Messaging of Positive Affirmations 

If we model optimism in our practice students will be more 
optimistic about their abilities.

Self-efficacy is “the confidence that one can accomplish a desired outcome in 
a given context if the requisite application of skill is put forth” (Boykin & Noguera, 
2011, p. 52). Students with a sense of self-efficacy are more likely to take 
academic risks, which in turn are more likely to be rewarded with success (Bong, 
2013). 





That COVID Meme Was Good for Your Health 
During the Pandemic

“Taking a break to view and share bits of cute or funny pop culture commentary 
in the form of COVID-19-related memes can be a quick and easy way to connect 

with others and address pandemic stress head-on through laughter.” 

Link to article

https://www.thedailybeast.com/science-shows-covid-memes-helped-us-cope-with-the-pandemic


Create Connections & Join Communities

Thank you for being here!

Visit: https://www.ctcte.net/


